
 

Group Exercise Classes 
GROUP EXERCISE CLASSES (held in the Group Exercise Room) 

Boot Camp: Intermediate and advanced: Workouts vary and include an intense mix of 
aerobic, strength training and speed elements. 

Strength Train Together: Beginner, intermediate, and advanced. This class 

incorporates cardio, weights and body movement. It hits every major muscle group 
within a one-hour time period. Perfect for people with limited time! 

Tone: Beginner and intermediate: This class uses an array of equipment from weights, 

bars, tubes and your own resistance. It works the entire body in one class.   

Early Risers: Beginner and intermediate: This is a step aerobics class designed for 
beginners to intermediate levels. Works your cardiovascular system and tones your 

body. It is a great way to start your day, get moving and have fun! 

Cycling: Beginner, intermediate and advanced: Indoor cycling designed for all fitness 
levels. It will get your heart pumping! This class ends with weights and abs exercises. 

Silver Sneakers: Beginner and intermediate: This class uses chairs if needed along 

with weights and other various items. The class helps with balance, flexibility, and 
building up strength. 

AQUATIC GROUP EXERCISE CLASSES (held in the pool area) 

Aqua Yoga: Beginner and intermediate: Improve your balance and flexibility by 
practicing modified yoga poses in the shallow end of the pool. Plenty of stretching in an 
environment that is gentle on your joints.   

Aqua Jog: Beginner and intermediate: This class gets your heart rate up!  By using 
pool noodles or water belts to keep you afloat in the deep end of the pool, you jog, 
using arm and leg movements with or without pool weights. 

Silver Splash: Beginner and intermediate: This class is the water equivalent of Silver 
Sneakers. A special Silver Splash board is used in various exercises in the shallow end 
of the pool. Lots of movement using the board and body weight plus stretching. 

Aqua Combo: Beginner and intermediate: This class uses water belts if needed along 
with water weights and ends with stretching. It’s a workout in the deep and sha llow 
ends of the pool. 

 

Class Prices:  $0/class for Y Members  

$10/class for Non-Members 
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